



































































































































AMAT 583 Lec 14 10 10 19

today Open sets and continuity
Homotopy Equivalence

a definition of topological
equivalence weaker than
homeomorphism but still
Very useful

Review The idea of continuity of a function
f S T makes sense whenever

S and T are metric spaces
S and T needn't beassumed to be
subsets of IR

Hence basic topological concepts like
homeomorphism extend to metric spaces

An alternate discretion ofcontinuity
Open Sets
Let M be a metric space For KEM and
r O The open ball in M of radius r centered
at X is the set

B Lx r y e MI duG r s r






































































































































Example For Ms R2 with the Euclidean distance
B 8 1 looks like this

citified
is east

For M IR the open ball of radius r
centered at x is justthe interval t r Xt r

A subset of M is called opens if it
is a union of possibly infinitely many open balls

The empty set is always considered open

M itself is open M Yen 136 1

Fact A region in IR is open if it contains
none of its boundary points

this is an informal statement because
I haven't defined boundary points
It can be made formal but I
will not go into the details






































































































































Illustration Dashed line boundary not included
solid line boundary included

iitifis IT

open subset of 1122 subsetwhich
is notopen

t.at Fact Whether a function of
of metric spaces f M N is continuous depends

only on the open sets of M N and not
otherwise on the metric.it this is made precise bythe proposition

below

Notatim For f S T any function and
UCT F U x C S flex e U

Example Let f 1122 LO D be given by
f G dz X O

f Q2 the open ball of radius 2

Is centered at 0
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Propositions A function f M N of metric
spaces is continuous if and only if f U

is open for every open subset of N

Proof Exercise

Philosophical implications
In topology we study geometric objects via the
continuous functions between them
The continuous functions are what matter in topology
Thus in view of the proposition the specific
choice of metric on a metric space matters

topologically only insofar as this determines the
open subsets of the metric space

This motivates the following definition

Fut metrics di and de on a set 5 are

called topologically equivalent if

S da and S da have the same
open sets






































































































































Interpret Topologically equivalent metrics
look the same through the lens of topology

Note Examples of topologically equivalent
metrics are common

Fact If there are positive constants

T Ea.is oEi

iTsatsdzTiIte

dis and de are topologically equivalent

Eixample Recall that for p ell b we
defined the metric

dp on 112 by dplxyfPE.lxiyil.PT
WellKnowe facet For all p.qc.CI o
dp and dq are topologically equivalent

Example The intristic and extrinsic metric on
stare topologically equivalent


















































































































Metrics on Cartesian Products

Let M and N be metric spaces with metrics
dm du

d
How do I define a metric on MxN

Notei This question is important because to
extend the definition of homotopy to metric

spaces we need to talk about a
continuous function h M Is N where
M N are metric spaces But then we need
a metric structure on MtI

There are multiple options
dumi.nd.cmz.ua dentin mjtdnln.im
du mi ni Cma nd maxcdmlm.me tdN mild

But it turns out that these are topologically equivalent



Topology without Metrics AbstractFormulationof Topology

idea If all that matters in topology is
the open sets of a metric space then

perhaps itwould be simpler to give the basic definitions
of topology without mentioning metrics at all

Key properties of open subsets of a metric spaceM

1 Union of open sets is open
2 Intersection of finitely many opensets is open
3 M is open
4 0 is open

Lets use these facts as inspiration to make a
definition

Definition A topological space is a pair IO
where

IoT tis secothection of subsets of 1 Effie
is

called the open sets satifying properties mention
1 4 above of a

metrichere



Definition A function f X Y between
topological spaces is called continuous if
f U is open whenever V is open

Example For any metric space S d call the
collection of open sets 0 Then
S O is a topological space

Note Most examples of topological spaces arise
via metrics as in the above example But
not all do

Homotopy equivalence

Motivation Two spaces


